Comparison of threshold vs linear and animal vs sire models for predicting direct and maternal genetic effects on calving difficulty in beef cattle.
This study compared the accuracy of several models for obtaining genetic evaluations of calving difficulty. The models were univariate threshold animal (TAM), threshold sire-maternal grandsire (TSM), linear animal (LAM), and linear sire-maternal grandsire (LSM) models and bivariate threshold-linear animal (TLAM), threshold-linear sire-maternal grandsire (TLSM), linear-linear animal (LLAM), and linear-linear sire-maternal grandsire (LLSM) models for calving difficulty and birth weight. Data were obtained from the American Gelbvieh Association and included 84,420 first-parity records of both calving difficulty and birth weight. Calving difficulty scores were distributed as 73.4% in the first category (no assistance), 18.7% in the second, 6.3% in the third, and 1.6% in the fourth. Included in the animal models were fixed sex of calf by age of dam subclasses, random herd-year-season effects, and random animal direct and maternal breeding values. Sire-maternal grandsire models were similar to the animal models, with animal and maternal effects replaced by sire and maternal grandsire effects. Models were compared using a data splitting technique based on the correlation of estimated breeding values from two samples, with one-half of the calving difficulty records discarded randomly in the first sample and the remaining calving difficulty records discarded in the second sample. Reported correlations are averages of 10 replicates. The results obtained using animal models confirmed the slight advantage of TAM over LAM (0.69 vs 0.63) and TLAM over LLAM (0.90 vs 0.86). Bivariate analyses greatly improved the accuracy of genetic prediction of direct effects on calving difficulty relative to univariate analyses. Similar ranking of the models was found for maternal effects, but smaller correlations were obtained for bivariate models. For sire-maternal grandsire models, no differences between sire or maternal grandsire correlations were observed for TLSM compared to LLSM, and small differences were observed between TSM and LSM. The threshold model offered advantages over the linear model in animal models but not in sire-maternal grandsire models. For genetic evaluation of calving difficulty in beef cattle, the threshold-linear animal model seems to be the best choice for predicting both direct and maternal effects.